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airplane. At little America last year, through the courtesy of
Admiral Byrd, I laid down 500 gallons of gasoline and some lubricat-
ing oil, and with these supplies there is twenty or thirty days' food
rations. I have no information from Admiral Byrd as to the amount
or disposition of his supplies or if any were left at Little America;
and I am not much concerned about that, for once we are at the
Bay of Whales we will find many seals and penguins, and with our
own supplies we will be able to live until the latter part of January
or later, if the Wyatt Earp should be delayed in reaching us.
(Signed) "lincoln ellsworth."
A perusal of this statement will indicate the scrupulous attention
to detail a well-found polar expedition must be given. These instruc-
tions applied only to rescue in the event of an accident, so that the
expedition might be self-sufficient and save the explorer from having
to call on others for help. But everything else had to be managed
with equal forethought and care. Take the item of food, for example.
Our plan called for us to carry on the plane 150 pounds—five weeks'
supply. But why five weeks? The most critical hour of the pro-
jected flight, when the plane swung south of Lat, 80°, would put
us at our greatest distance from food—400 miles from the land-fast
ice at the edge of the Pacific Ocean, where we could expect to find
seals and penguins. At twelve miles a day we could travel that
distance in just about five weeks.
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OVEMBER 19 was the day we tried a mid-morning start,
only to fail to lift off the thawing surface. Our flying-field
was a low hill or ridge at the northern end of the narrow
island, with gentle slopes down both sides. To the north-west and
also to the south-east we had down-hill runways more than a mile
long. The snow-fields were level sweeps lined over with sastrugi so
shallow that they were little more than ripples. On top of the ridge

